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About This Game

Officially licensed version of the award winning Lost Cities by Reiner Knizia.

In Lost Cities, you play the part of an adventurer searching for forgotten cities around the globe. Plan your expeditions wisely to
outpace your rival's pursuits! Feeling confident? Place a wager on an expedition that you think you can master. After 3 rounds

of adventuring, the player that had the most successful expeditions is the winner!

Features:

 Play locally or online.

 Play against the Computer - AI with four unique personas.

 Includes "hot-seat"/"pass-n-play" mode for players with who want to share one mouse/keyboard or gamepad.

 Switch seamlessly between playing with mouse/keyboard and gamepad.

 Dozens of Steam Stats & Achievements.

 Asynchronous play - you can play even when your opponent is offline.
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Title: Lost Cities
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 19 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Pretty wierd game, I got this game in a bundle, but I wonder who literally just buy this game! XD. Inexpensive at $0.99, but
without an easy way to play multiplayer it doesn't fulfill it's potential.

As others have said, the AI is okay.. Worms are pretty cool in 3D. Only purchase it at 3 bucks or lower... this game isn't
particular bad... but it's not good either.
Plainly i didn't understand the Story and the premises.... and there was basicially nothing explained...
most enemys are just button smashing killable ignoring all the mechanics of the game and some are so brutally hard that i never
killed them even with 15 level higher gear and everything...

Buy it for a little no brainer but nothing more. If you like casual Match 3 (M3) games, then "Heroes of Hellas 3: Athens" is for
you. The games, themselves, are just fine. The story wrapper they use to try to link the games into some more meaningful whole
(restoring Athens and then building a palace) could be done away with entirely. But, that doesn't detract from the actual
gameplay. Also, just for completeness, you should know that the M3s have Fractured Object Games (FROGs) and Move
Limited Match 3 (MLM3) games interspersed throughout them. I'm not a fan of FROGs, but they're only about one every
"level" of the main game (there are 8 levels of 13 games (I believe)). The MLM3s are half of the "bonus" "Build your Palace"
portion.

The game does have some issues, though. First, it's an old game and doesn't limit its frame rate. When I first started it, I noticed
my fans ramping up on my graphics card. When I checked the frame rate, it was over a thousand. So, I had to install RivaTuner
and set up a frame rate limit (60 fps) for the game. Second, the story around the actual games is really just tacked on and
useless. I'd have been happier with a grid showing games available and games done just like they did in the "bonus" portion
where you build your palace. And, finally, the palace you build in that "bonus" portion is a mess: it's ugly, badly designed, and
badly drawn. But, again, it's just a wrapper around the actual games.

But, overall, I got about 30 hours of good play (24 hours in the main game, 6 hours in the "bonus" game) out of this $3.99
(which I got in a bundle, so the cost was utterly trivial). If you like M3s, then I recommend this game. Good value for the
money.. i like the fact that the sniper is more stable and feels different but i had high hopes in the raptor , but the raptor is as
good as any other guns so , saying that i hope you guys actually improve on the gun becuase it cost alot of money .. It has the
same relevance as skins for every other game. Mainly Counter Strike.. Bad gameplay, bad soundtrack, broken English..
Outstanading 3d retro game.
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Great character, probably one of ther greatest designs. She's fun to play and it's nice that she comes with her own story, too.. It's
cute, but it's a £1.99 android game, not a £13.59 PC game. Why i don't like it?! So the game is like game but style of it is kind
off awfull not gonna lie,however more ways to roast.Weaknesses are really OP for each character,and that's why i give it a
negative review.The first game was AMAZING,and this one? Not really i'd say.I'm really hoping to see better upgrades in this
game in future.. Really rad game. Only 50% through the game and been playing for about an hour, it's absolutely terrifying.
Can't wait to finish the game through the end and possibly play it again. I literally have no idea what will happen next, and it
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665your-pants worthy. I wish I had been filming myself playing and screenrecording
because it would have made one funny\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665reactions video. Major kudos to the creator(s) and
developers for making such a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in awesome and terrifying indie horror game. Highly recommend.. It
is a good mahjong game with all required features and looks really cool too.. Really enjoyed this one. The relationships and
friends you pick up along the way seem to matter a lot, and I found myself quite invested in all the side characters lives. Seems
like there are many romanceable characters and all of them felt pretty interesting

Your choices seem to matter a fair bit and can result in a variety of different paths and courses for you to take (these can be
followed through to the next game, though see my review on it for some issues I felt)

One thing I did quite enjoy was there's an aspect of old gamebooks in this one, with stat based fighting and a bit of random
variance. Nice to see that in a game, I used to love Fighting Fantasy and the like as a kid

Towards the end of the game, it practically opens up into open world style travels and adventures, which was very surprising and
ambitious for these type of games, was very interesting and I think it pulled it off quite well

All in all, I found the story and characters very interesting and fun, and I'd really recommend this game. Very fun game if you
love football sims. I wont recommend it because my game keeps crashing after finishing the first year. I dont know if others are
having this problem but if they arent this game is great.
Edit: Crash fixed itself so maybe it was an uncommon occurence. I'll recommend it but be patient if your game crashes and try
and figure out what it was.. Sucked me in on the first day. 750/750 radiance. Enjoy the game!
Recruit your adventurers and groom them to greatness while watching your budget.

Nice concept and relative simple game to learn.. Small game but ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s of fun, tbh
Throw fist everyday
o/
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